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writing for the academy is no longer our primary focus 
• we have much invested in the distinction between academic and nonacademic discourse 
• the author here is assuming two different types of discourse areas can operate in either 

nonacademic or academic discourse communities = institutional communities 

institutional communities - writers tend to aim at one of the following: 
• change the discourse community and attempts to produce a radical discourse 
• attempts to preserve the discourse community and produces conservative discourse 
• the author suggests that academic and nonacademic institutions foster both roles listed above 

3 ways a student can develop an argument and an original idea: 
1. the original idea could represent an attempt to further an established theory or philosophy 
2. an original idea could be a new interpretation of historical facts 
3. An original idea could also be a new interpretation of characters and plots. 
* a radically different interpretation can be valid if it can somehow be connected to an established 
line of thought 

Stages in an argument that develop a new Idea: 
1. examine an established idea or concept 
2. discuss what voices of authority say about the idea and concept 
3. propose and discuss manifestations and /or interpretations of the idea in literature 
4. use some device to extend, counter or alter an already established idea (see above three 
options) 
5. exemplify the new idea through literature 
6. show connections back to the established idea 

The academic community seems to privilege critical - even radical - thinking. 

“academic freedom” - this is really an “institutional rule” according to Pearlman 

By privileging discourse that integrates seemingly radical ideas into established thinking, academic 
communities institutionalize that radical thinking, thus stripping it of any revolutionary impact and in 
effect normalizing those ideas. 


